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Hong Lam Marine endeavor’s to promote a safety 
culture on board all our vessels. Our intention and 

commitment is to reduce and ultimately eliminate any 
accidents that involve injuries to our personnel and 

damage to environment, asset and reputation. 
- Executive Chairman, Mr. Lim Teck Cheng 
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 Message from the Director 

The past 4 months since the COVID-19 virus hit us has been a really tough few months for all of us. The  

total bunker volumes in Singapore and around the world has dropped quite significantly. The demand for  

transportation of clean products around South East Asia has also dropped quite significantly. However,  

with the perseverance of all our staff and the cohesiveness of all our colleagues both on board and on  

shore, we are weathering this storm pretty well. 

There are quite a number of companies that have recently gotten into trouble, with the likes of Hin Leong,  

Ocean Tankers, Zen Rock, Hontop and GP Global just to name a few. I would like to reassure all of us that we Hong Lam 

Marine is still going strong despite this turbulent time caused by the COVID-19 Pandemic, all our jobs are secure.  

I would also like to re-emphasis the point that the reason we continue to do well in this crisis is because of the solid foundation 

we have at the core of our company which consists of both our colleagues on board and on shore. We however cannot be 

complacent with our position in the market and we must always strive to improve ourselves at all times. 

 

I understand that our colleagues on board our vessels have been on board for quite some time. As you know, we have 

managed to change out some of you guys and we are continuously working with the authorities to continue the change. I ask 

for your patience and understanding on this as there are multiple obstacles presently in our way due to the COVID-19 

Pandemic. Rest assured that we are doing all that we can to carry out these changes smoothly and as soon as possible. Please 

continue to keep up the great work!! Take care and stay safe.  

         

             Article by Director, Mr. Lim Han  
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Featured Article: Reminiscing our Front-liner’s (M.T. Aspire) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                             

 

 

 

 

 

Featured Article: Reminiscing our Front-liner’s (M.T. Demure) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Personal Message: He takes this opportunity to also 

Thank Ms. Caroline and all office staff for rendering 

support to him and all the ship crew in these trying times 

during the COVID-19 pandemic and also wishes Hong 

Lam Marine continuous success and growth in the years 

ahead.     

 

       

       

       

    

       

    

Seen to the left is Capt. Susetyo M Ridwan, just signed off from “Aspire”, who 

has been with Hong Lam Marine since 2019, having served two contracts on 

the ASPIRE, which is a dedicated Asphalt carrier of 3,500 DWT.  

He recollects his past experiences on board, this time however due to the 

COVID-19 pandemic, he found himself spending a longer tenure on board due 

to the issues with Crew Relief which has affected sea farers all over the world. 

He mentions even in spite of this situation, his ship mates on board carried 

out all their duties with good safety awareness and also keeping each other 

motivated with support from the office. He had a special thanks especially to 

Capt. Pyi Sone Senior Marine Superintendent and Mr. Gilbert Senior Technical 

Superintendent for their constant support and advice from the office. 

He also recollects all the training which was carried out by the DPA Capt. 

Iftekhar and others who was always striving for a Good Safety Culture on 

board.  

  

Article by Capt. Susetyo M Ridwan 

Master of Aspire 

 

Seen to the Right is Capt. 

Ridwan with his Wife and Son 

taken during his leave at 

home in Indonesia. 

 

 

 

C/E R. Widodo  

M.T. Demure 

C/E R Widodo started working in Hong Lam Marine in September 2000, on board the M.T. Taurus, 

following which he moved on to the M.T. Sea Swift and M.T. Harmony. 

Personal Message: I am very grateful to Hong Lam Marine who gave me the opportunity and financial 

assistance to complete my 2nd Grade Diploma in school. After finishing school, I went back up again on 

board the M.T. Taurus and many other ships, such as the M.T. Oracle, M.T. Isselia, M.T. Isanda, M.T. 

Laurel, M.T. Episode, M.T. Flourish, and M.T. Delphine & M.T. Destine. 

From June 2016, I joined the M.T. Empower and M.T. Beyond for 2 years on the Jet A1 Trade to CAFHI. 

By the end 2018 I participated in the Diesel Electric Vessels where I am currently working on the M.T. 

Debonair, M.T. Decorum, and M.T. Demure till date. 

I am Grateful to Mr. Lim and Mdm Caroline as well as all the office staff for the Trust and Opportunity 

entrusted to me for a major part of my working life in Hong Lam Marine.  

 

 

 

 
 

Pictured on either side is me with my 

family of three daughters and my side 

during my vacation.  

The first set of girls are twins who are 20 

years old and in college, the youngest girl 

is 12 years old and in Junior high school. 
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Featured Article: Reminiscing our Front-liner’s (M.T. Zemira) 

 

                                                      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pictured above is Capt. Agus Winarto, 

currently serving on board “Zemira” 

Seen to the left is who is currently serving on board the Zemira and has been with Hong Lam 

Marine since the 28th Oct 2000. During his tenure here at Hong Lam Marine, he has seen a lot of 

ups and down in the Market, however he has watched the company develop from a small 

player to its current large size today. He thanks the Owners and Senior Management of the 

company who he states “Never forgets its Workers and their Families” and considers them as 

the “Highest Leaders” along with his staff. He prays that Hong Lam Marine will remain 

victorious and develop into a bigger company in the future, and he says that he will work hard 

to ensure its continued success.  

Article by Mr. Rasiman  

C/E of Zemira 

 

 

 

Pictured to the right is 

C/E Rasiman with his 

family while on his 

leave.  

Pictured to the Left is C/E 

Rasiman with his Wife 

attending the Graduation 

Ceremony of his Son from 

Medical University. 

 

Capt. Agus Winarto joined Hong Lam Marine in 2009 and sailed on the following 

vessels, namely the M.T. Harmony, M.T. Leadership, M.T. Emissary and M.T. Endear 

till February 2016, where he had the opportunity to sail with good sea staff during 

this period, following which he decided to take a break from Sea Life. After spending 

approx. a year with his family at home, he re-joined Hong Lam Marine in April 2017, 

where he found a niche’ on board the Lub Oil Barges, M.T. Enliven, M.T. Enchant, 

M.T. Endear and M.T. Enthral suppling Lub Oil to customer's ships at Singapore 

anchorage. He is currently serving on board the M.T. Zemira. 

He stated that he is proud to be able to re-join Hong Lam Marine because all the 

office and ship staff incl. all directors are very kind and helpful. HE also has a special 

note of appreciation for the safety and crewing departments. 

During the COVID-19 pandemic, he always ensures that the guidelines developed by 

the company are strictly adhered to, such as daily body temperature checks twice a 

day, maintain cleanliness in all places, maintain social distancing on board and when 

visiting customer vessels. Looking forward he hopes that the COVID-19 pandemic 

quickly disappears and every one incl. his family stays safe and healthy at all times. 
M.T. Zemira @ 

Singapore 

Anchorage 

 

Capt. Agus Winarto with his wife and three 

children at home, Ngawi in Jawa Timur. 
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Featured Article: Reminiscing our Front-liner’s (Twinkle) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Seen to the left is Capt. Daut Sinuraya and Engineer Mr. Naek 
Marudut Marpaung serving as board the “Twinkle”, who has 
been with Hong Lam Marine for the past 9 years and 13 years 
respectively.  
Both of them have been operating one of the Hong Lam Marine 
boats the “Twinkle” which has been tirelessly serving the fleet 
vessels at the Eastern anchorages and ferrying the ship’s crew, 
office superintendents, cargo officers, service engineers and 
ships supplies on a daily basis starting at times as early as 7 am 
and on occasions ending as late as 11 pm.  
Always performing their roles tirelessly with a smile on their 
faces and with safety on their minds at all times. 
 

 

 

Below are some Pointers / Feedback from the staff to lessen 
their workload. 
1) Ensuring that all “Off landing permit/documents” are properly 
filled in to minimize delay and disruptions. 
2) Staff to ensure that PPE’s, incl. Life vest are properly donned.  
3) Personnel to be punctual in order to reduce waiting time for the 
launches and affecting their schedule. 
 
     Article by Desmond Yap 
     Supervisor, Logistics 

 

 

 

 

Clockwise from Top:  

1) Capt. Daut Sinuraya and Engineer Mr. 

Naek Marudut MArpaung. 

2) Twinkle ties up at MSP Jetty 

3) Twinkle delivering Stores to one of the 

company vessels 

4) Interiors of “Twinkle” 

5)  Capt. Daut Sinuraya piloting the Twinkle 

alongside MSP Jetty. 
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Featured Article: Attend FAT for S/G Systems – H120/H121 

The Factory Acceptance Test (FAT) for Hydraulic Steering Gear Power Unit for Hull Nos 120~121 was attended by 

the Fleet Manager Mr. Andre D’Costa along with Mr. James Zhao at Manufacturer premises: Oceanic Marine Pte Ltd, 

53, Ubi Avenue 1 in Singapore on the 30th June 20. 

The FAT consisted of the following:  

Document and Equipment Checks 

Class Surveyor verified and carried out full Documents checks. 

The following equipment was also checked and verified against actual equipment fitted on the Hydraulic Steering 

Gear Power Unit, against the equipment certification to ensure that the Model Maker Details, Model Numbers, 

Specifications and Serial numbers all matched. 

This was done for the following, but not limited to:  

- Wonder Electric Motors 

- Bosch Rexroth Gear Pumps 

- Bosch Rexroth Solenoid Valve Blocks 

- Bosch Rexroth Pressure Relief Valves 

- Hydraulic Hoses etc. 

 

In addition the Actual Tank was physically measured to verify the capacity of the tank and the actual Direction of 

Rotation of the Electric Motor was verified, following which the Simulation Test was carried out 

- Both Pumps were function tested and operated for approx. 5 mins each up to 145 bar which was 125% of the 

Normal Working Pressure 

- Self-made them carry out measurement of the electric current of each phase of the motor using the Fluke Ammeter, 

noted that One Motor was connected to the Star-Delta Configuration and one Motor was connected to a Soft Starter 

as per Designers Specifications. 

Both Hydraulic Steering Gear Power Unit for Hull Nos SH 120 / 121 was function tested and approved and then the 

documentation was witnessed and signed by the Class Surveyor. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Class 

Surveyor 

inspecting 

all 

documents 

and 

checking 

direction of 

rotation. 

Measurement of Line 

Current and Testing 

to the MWAP during 

FAT 
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Mr. Prosanto Roy attended the Factory Acceptance Test (FAT) for S/G Rams for Hull Nos 120~121 at Zhao at 

Manufacturer premises: HYD-CYL Engineering Pte Ltd, at 4, Tus View Loop in Singapore on the 8th July 2020. 

The FAT consisted of the following:  

Document and Equipment Checks 

Class Surveyor verified and carried out full Documents checks. 

The following equipment was also checked and verified against actual equipment, such as the Steering Gear Rams 

against the equipment certification to ensure that the Model Maker Details, Model Numbers, Specifications and 

Serial numbers all matched. 

The first set comprising of 5 no’s Hydraulic cylinders (Embossed Serial Nos,20-5590-1 , 20-5590-2, 20-5590-4, 20-
5590-6 and  20-5590-8 respectively) were connected to the Hydraulic pump with the series of Hydraulic hoses, quick 
couplers and Hydraulic test pressure was raised to 250 bars from below the piston rod and kept under observation for 
15 minutes. No leaks was noticed from either of the flanges, welded seams of the hydraulic cylinders, honed tube or 
the Rod Clevis. There was also no pressure drop in the pressure gauge and same was maintained at 250 bars at the 
end of the 15 minutes.   
After completion of the pressure testing from below the piston rod the hydraulic pressure was released and hydraulic 
pressure of 250 bars was reapplied from top of the piston for all the 5 no’s Hydraulic cylinders and all the piston rod 
extended outwards. Again all flanges, welded seams, honed tube and Rod Clevis was checked thoroughly and 
observed no leakages and verified by self and the attending BV Class Surveyor.  
Upon completion of the above, similar testing was also carried out on the remaining set of 3 no’s Cylinders, 
(Embossed serial numbers 20-5590-7, 20-5590-3, and 20-5590-5). 
 
Hydraulic oil used for the pressure testing was Hydraulic 68 (ISO VG 68).  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

               

After completion, these will all be shipped to the shipyard in china, where the vessels are being built under 

the supervision of the Site Team and fitted on board the Hull no’s SH120~121.                                                                                                                  

 

Prepared by Technical Department  

Mr. Andre D’Costa 

 

  

 

 

 

Rams 

connected 

in Series 

and tested 

Rams connected in 

Series and tested 
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Featured Article: Marine Operations Team (New Joiner) 

 

                                                                                                                                       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Featured Article: Technical Operations Team (New Joiner) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Articles prepared by  

Capt. Basil and Mr. Prosanto Roy 

I joined Hong Lam Marine on the 22nd June 2020 as Senior Marine Superintendent.  

I sailed for 13 years (1989-2002) on Oil Tankers (carrying crude and products), with 

Mobil Shipping, OMI, Maersk Singapore and Finaval. 

For the last 18 years, (2002-present), I have worked ashore in various capacities in  

1) SGS Australia Pty Ltd (2002-2005), as a Marine Surveyor 
2) Chemoil Singapore Pte Ltd (2005-2009), in Shipping and Bunker Operations 
3) Brunei Shell Petroleum Pte Ltd and Brunei (2009-2017), as a Marine 

Operations Supervisor 
4) POSH Semco (2018-2019), as a Marine Operations and Training 

Superintendent. 
 

 

 

 

 
To relax and unwind, I enjoy spending time with family and friends. I am passionately fond of sports and music, and I play 

at a fair level. Sports helps to keep me physically fit and music (either listening or playing) helps me to lift my spirits. 

My initial experiences at Hong Lam Marine Pte Ltd have been very positive, foremost of which have been very pleasant 

work colleagues and a caring Management. I look forward to giving my best and working with the Team at Hong Lang 

Marine Pte Ltd. 

 

 
I joined Hong Lam Marine on the 22nd June 2020 as Senior Technical Superintendent.  

I completed my Bachelor’s degree in Marine Engineering in December 1990 from 

Directorate of Marine Engineering Training, Kolkata India (Presently renamed as the 

Marine Engineering Research Institute) and started sailing from January 1991 

onwards with Great Eastern Shipping Company. After obtaining my Chief Engineer 

Licence (MEO Class One Motor) in August 1996, I switched over to Wallem Ship 

Management, Hong Kong as a Second Engineer and was promoted to Chief Engineer 

in 2000.  

I have sailed on crude oil and product tankers during my sailing carrier, for the last 

15 years, (2006-present) I have been working ashore in Singapore in various 

capacities as Technical Superintendent, Senior Technical Superintendent  and 

Assistant Fleet Group Managers in MOL Tankship Asia , Thome Ship Management 

Pte Ltd and Executive Ship Management, managing VLCC, Product tankers, Asphalt 

Tankers, Chemical tankers and Bulk carriers of various sizes (Cape size, Panamax, 

Handy max and Kamsamax). I was fortunate to gain extensive experience in various 

take overs, hand overs and dry-docking’s of vessels around the world.  

 

 

 

 

 

I am an avid sports lover and am active in playing Table tennis,  badminton, cycling  and quizzing and love to watch 

basketball especially NBA, really passionate about watching football , tennis and cricket and volleyball .  

Sports has assisted me in developing teamwork and maintaining camaraderie among my colleagues, not to mention 

keeping oneself physically fit and mentally alert at all times. 

I am delighted and take pride in working in Hong Lam and look forward to work with my colleagues to achieve the company 

objectives of providing good quality service to our clients and ensure safe operations at all times. 
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Featured Article: Human Resources Team  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

I am Wen Hong from the Human Resources Department.  

I joined Hong Lam Marine as a Senior Executive and have completed 2 years to date, 

and have noted that time flies like an “Arrow”.  

My responsibilities are to support the full spectrum of HR functions, ensuring the 

smooth delivery of HR operations for the organization, constantly seeking 

improvement on staff training, and making sure they stay relevant in this industry 

whilst exceling themselves in their current position.  

Shipping is a fast-paced and 24/7 industry, and hence it is important to have a 

balanced work-life in order to manage the stress levels. 

 

 

I think outdoor activities and sport are the best way to release stress. Therefore, I 

signed up yoga classes and also joined the Standard Chartered Marathon 21km 

with my colleagues. We trained twice a week for about 6 months and increased 

the distance of running every week. The longest distance we had ever trained was 

15km. The training was tough and usually, we trained after working hours and 

we sometimes reach home at around 9 to 10 pm. Despite all difficulties, we had 

completed the marathon within our targeted timing.  

 

I enjoyed the whole process and it was such a 

memorable experience. I am looking forward 

to meeting all my colleagues and any 

upcoming team bonding activities in the not so 

distant future. 

 

 

 

I am Chong Mei Kien from the Human Resources Department.  

I joined Hong Lam Marine in the Marine Personnel Department for 4 years, before being 

transferred to the HR & Admin Departments for the last 2 years to date, I have 

completed 6 years Hong Lam Marine and enjoy working here due to the working 

environment and company culture. I find that all employees are committed and 

engaged in their work, in addition we have a lot of company outings and activities that 

make for good team bonding. We recently visited the Singapore National Museum and 

also went Trekking to Coney Island, playing paint ball at Hyper Force and Cycling at East 

Coast Park. (Picture shown below). 

 

 

 

 

I recently returned to Singapore following my maternity leave and I 

need to serve my quarantine at one of the designated hotels in 

Singapore, I was not allowed to leave my room for the entire duration 

of my stay, and my door key card was disabled to my room. I used to 

get checked up by ICA twice a day by SMS message / link which used 

to verify my surroundings, at times I had to take a picture of myself in 

my surroundings and send the same to them. 

My food was served to me outside my room, which was placed on a 

chair to avoid coming into contact with the hotel staff. I am looking 

forward to this pandemic ending soon, so that I can return and meet 

my family soon, I enjoy watching movies with my family and listening 

to Music and reading.   
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Featured Article: Procurement Team 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I joined Hong Lam Marine on the 9th of Dec 2019, this is my first time working 

within the Marine Industry which is a challenging but a good experience. 

In my previous job, I used to work in construction industry, which is a little 

bit similar to marine industry in terms of my purchasing role. 

For example, the construction site is like vessel, all of which have many 

workers, machinery and equipment incl goods which need to be purchased 

by procurement team, on an urgent basis. 

The ships are more complicated though as the type of machinery and 

equipment are different, in addition the vessel is always moving and hence 

the goods and services must be co-ordinated well to meet the vessels 

schedule.  

In this short 8 months, I have learnt so much about ships especially with 

regards to vessels engine parts, annual services and all the equipment used 

on board.  I feel lucky to be working in this company as my team has taught 

me a lot from the ground up to everything about marine industry. 

 

Pictured above is Xiao Jun 
celebrating her Birthday during the 

Circuit Breaker period while at home. 

 
Prior the Circuit breaker, I had the opportunity to go on board one of the company vessels “decorum” along with 

Superintendent Tyng Tze in order to increase my knowledge of the marine industry. 

It was a very good experience for me as this was my first visit to the vessel. Prior going on board I was very afraid of falling sea 

sick and having to climb the pilot ladder which as seen in video appeared to be very high. Fortunately it was a sunny day and 

the vessel was fully loaded, so we only had to climb approx. two steps on the ladder.  

I spent the full day on the “Decorum” along with Supt. Tyng Tze who showed me around all corners of the vessel, which made 

me appreciate vessels and understand and get a deeper knowledge about the vessels machinery and equipment etc.  

I am very happy to join this Hong Lam family where I find everyone so friendly and helpful, willing to teach me everything they 
know.  I hope the Covid19 will end soon so that we can all be back in the office working together. 

 

Pictured to the right is Xiao Jun’s enjoying 
her weekend hiking with her friends. 

This is a regular Saturday morning routine, 
where they go hiking as a Group. 

This picture was taken at Mac Ritchie 
Reservoir on one of her many hikes. 
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Featured Article: Safety Team – “The Deadly Dozen” 

The UK Maritime and Coastguard Agency (MCA) issued a guidance note raising awareness of twelve of the most 
common people related factors the Deadly Dozen that can affect maritime safety, along with suggested mitigating 
actions available to companies, masters, and seafarer’s. 
 
There is a wide range of contributory factors that result in maritime accidents, incidents and errors. Most result from 
a combination of several, even many different contributory factors ranging from purely technical failures to 
environmental, systemic, procedural, competence and behavioural factors. 
 
The Human Element 

1. A consistently occurring factor throughout almost all accidents, incidents and errors is the human element 
– people’s ability and capability to deal effectively and safely with the complexity, difficulty, pressures and 
workload of their daily tasks, not only in emergency situations but also during routine operations. 

2. The majority of these accidents, incidents and errors are potentially avoidable if peoples’ understanding, 
actions and behaviour were different. This not only applies to seafarers (where the accidents usually occur) 
but also to people at all levels and positions within the overall wider maritime system, including ship owners, 
operators and managers and other shipping and maritime industry leaders whose actions can have a major 
influence on outcomes far removed in place and time. 

Twelve Top People Related Factors – the Deadly Dozen 

1. This Note provides a summary of twelve of the most common people related factors along with tips and 
learning points which, if managed effectively have the potential to avoid and avert accidents, and make a 
dramatic improvement to maritime safety. 

2. Pictured below are the twelve most common conditions that can influence or act as pre-cursers to human 
error, leading to accidents or incidents. It is not a comprehensive list of accident and incident pre-cursers, 
indeed, there are several hundred possible pre-cursers. However, experience shows that the ‘Deadly 
Dozen” provides a useful and pragmatic introduction to understanding aspects of human error in 
organisations and workplaces and ship owners, ship operators and managers, masters, officers and crews are 
encouraged to become familiar with its principles and practices. 
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Some Suggested mitigating actions available to companies, masters, and seafarer’s. 
 
For companies 

 Maintaining an effective safety culture, ensuring this is a high priority onboard our ships 

 Ensuring effective resource allocation — people, tools, equipment, manuals, spares, instructions, procedures 

 Developing an effective accident and incident reporting and analysis process and providing feedback to ships 

 
For Ships Masters 

 Creating a culture where people are not afraid to speak up 

 Building an onboard safety culture which nurtures a positive attitude to working habits, monitoring, 
checking, updating awareness, etc. 

 Regularly reviewing procedures and practices with your crew 

 
For Seafarers 

 Taking personal responsibility for safety 

 Only attempting tasks where you are suitably qualified and experienced 

 Supporting each other — if you notice someone being distracted, speak up 
 

In view of the above, Hong Lam Marine has embarked on the “Safety Culture Initiative” which is not 
New but will be reinforced in the coming years to ensure that we all achieve the Company’s Mission  
 

Campaign 1: Stop Work  

Stop Work Card Every staff on board should be issued with a laminated Stop Work Card (This card can be created on 

board using a colour printer, and issued to all staff), all staff should be encouraged to use same if they see any Unsafe 

Act / Condition, to prevent an Incident. 

Campaign 2: Intervention  

Should go hand in glove with the above, empowering staff to be more outspoken and confident to stop something if 

they see it being done wrong.  

Campaign 3: Take Five 

Should also go hand in glove with the above, and practiced during daily Tool Box Talks etc. and on site 

Campaign 4: Life Saving Rules 

Use of the Life Savings Rules, if followed correctly, this will help prevent any incidents occurring in the first place. 

Campaign 5: Chronic Un-ease & Weak Signals (New*) 

Understanding to Recognize and Identify “Weak Signals” which will help develop a sense of “Chronic Unease”,  so 

that all staff are aware of Unsafe Acts/Conditions that could lead to potential incidents and hence prevent them from 

happening.  

Campaign 6: Deadly Dozen (New*) 

Understanding the Twelve Factors shown above and asking yourself or your companions the questions shown which 

help develop a Safety Culture within all of us to ensure that we have ZERO Incidents. 

Campaign 7: Recognition of Ship staff / Best Vessel for the Quarter (New*) 

We have already rolled out this in the 1st half of this year to encourage all Masters and Ship staff to take 

responsibility and accountability in the operations of their vessels to ensure Safe Operations and Zero Incidents at all 

times. 

Prepared by Safety Department 
Mr. Andre D’Costa / Parag Mokashi 
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Safety Quiz by Safety Department

 

STAY SAFE ALWAYS! 
Note: Safety Quiz Answers on Page 17     Prepared by Operations Director 

Mr. Tay Ket An 

 

Short Article: “Leadership Development Program” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Are you allowed to smoke 
inside your accommodation 
cabin. (True / False) ?

2. While working aloft, will you 
use a Safety Belt or Safety 
Harness. ?

3. What are the normal hours 
during which, you can carry out 
hot work. ?

4. During enclosed space entry 
inside cargo tank, will the 
responsible officer go inside the 
tank. (Yes / No) ?

5. If you witness a person 
falling overboard, what is the 
first thing you will do. ? 

6. Are you allowed to use 
portable electric grinder on 
deck. (Yes / No) ? 

7. What would you do if the 
receiving ship wants to transfer 
cargo surveyor on board your 
ship using personnel basket. ?

8. In Singapore waters, how will 
you discharge sewage. ?

9. What would you do if you 
find other ship staff 
communicating with media 
during emergency on board. ?

10. Which are the 2 factors 
which determine the risk level 
in a risk assessment. ?

Recently as elected by Senior 

Management, some of the Team 

Leaders and Junior Managers 

have been selected to undergo a 

Leadership development 

program which last for approx. 6 

months and consist of a Total of 

8 Modules, 6 of which are Core 

Modules and 2 Elective Modules. 

This course is conducted online 

by Zoom and conducted by SNEF 

in Singapore and is interesting as 

well as challenging. 

WSQ Core Modules (6) listed below:  

Cultivate Workplace Relationship to optimize Team Performance 

Manage Team Success 

The Facilitative Leader of Self-Managed Teams 

Enable Leadership in People 

Leading Team towards Organisational Excellence 

Facilitate Innovation & Lead Team Leaders to Implement Change 

 

  

WSQ Elective Modules (2) listed below:  

Display Critical Thinking and Analytical Skills 

Manage Grievances, Discipline and Disputes 
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Featured Article: Launching of Hull No SH-120 on 29th Aug 2020 

Seen to the left is the 1st of a series of six state of the art fully 
automated, UMS Class, double hull bunker tankers of 8,500 DWT 
sitting on her “Air Bags” and being restrained by a “Big 
Shackle/Cable” on slipway # 1 at Dayang Offshore Equipment Ltd 
(DYOE), just waiting for the signal to be released, as the Tide comes 
up so that it can take to the waters for the 1st time.  
These 6 vessels are being built and supervised under the New 
Building Project Team of Hong Lam Marine Pte. Ltd at DYOE in 
Jingling, China. Four of these vessels will be owned and operated by 
Hong Lam Marine, whilst the other 2 vessels are being built and 
supervised on behalf of a European based ship owner with a long 
standing relationship with Mr. Teck Cheng Lim the founder of Hong 
Lam Marine Pte. Ltd. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Recently in view of the COVID-19 Pandemic globally, some of the Directors like Mr. Choo were unable to fly to China 

for the Launching Ceremony of the Vessel Maestro (Hull No: SH120). They did the next best thing which was to 

“VIRTUALLY ATTEND” the Launching Ceremony using Video Conferencing on MS Teams, along with Mr. Zhao Fengxi, 

Mr. Xiang Rongfu, Mr. Tan Su Hong and Mr. Weng LiJun and Class BV Surveyor Mr. Zhunag Yifei and other members 

of the Dayang Shipyard where the vessel is being built. This was a First for everyone and was an experience in itself as 

seen in the Picture above. 

    

Pictured to the Right is the Bow and Stern 

of SH120 with her Twin Propellers and 

Rudders Shining and the Hull Gleaming 

with a Fresh Coat of paint sitting on her Air 

Bags waiting to be launched at 1318 pm on 

29th Aug 20 
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SH120 Vessel Launching Ceremony @ 13:18 pm on the 29th August 2020 

Location: # 1 Slipway of DYOE (Dayang Offshore Equipment Ltd), China 

 

Attendees: 

 

 

 

OWNERS:  

HONGLAM MARINE PTE LTD  

Mr. Zhao Fengxi: Site Manager 

Mr. Xiang Rongfu: Supervisor 

Mr. Tan Suhong: Supervisor 

Mr. Weng Lijun: Supervisor 

 

China Ship Building Trading (Shanghai) 

Co. LTD.  

Mr. Ren Zhiping: Business Department 

Director of CSTC 

 

CLASS 

Bureau Veritas Marine China Co., Ltd 

Mr.Zhuang Yifei: Marine Surveyor 

 

SHIPYARD:  

Dayang Offshore Equipment Co., Ltd. 

(DYOE) 

Mr. Xun Jinbiao: General Manager 

Mr. Zhou Jun: Vice General Manager 

Mr. Xiang Guofei: V. General Manager 

Mr. Xu Fuqiang: Asst. General Manager 

Mr. Xiong Xiaohu: Asst. General Manager 
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Featured Article: New Build project on SH121/SH122/SH123 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
               

       

            

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pictured above: SH-121 Hull Block lifted on the slip 

way (Keel laying Ceremony) on 16th June 20 

 

 

Article by James Zhao Assistant Manager 

 Project Team 

 

Pictured above: SH-122 / 123  

Steel Cutting Ceremony  

29th April 2020 

 

 

 

Seen to the left is the Steel Cutting Ceremony 

for the 3rd and 4th double hull bunker tankers of 

8,500 DWT at Dayang Offshore Equipment Ltd 

(DYOE), China on the 29th April 2020. 

 

Attended by Owners Hong Lam Marine Pte Ltd 

Mr. Xiang Rongfu: Supervisor 

Mr. Tan Suhong: Supervisor 

Attended by Shipyard:  

Dayang Offshore Equipment Co., Ltd. (DYOE) 

Mr. Xun Jinbiao: General Manager 

Mr. Zhou Jun: Vice General Manager 

Mr. Xiang Guofei: Vice General Manager 

Mr. Xu Fuqiang: General Manager Assistant 

 

Attended by Class:  

Bureau Veritas Marine China Co., Ltd  

Mr.Zhuang Yifei: Marine Surveyor 

 

China Ship Building Trading (Shanghai) Co. LTD. 

Mr. Ren Zhiping: Business Department Director 

of CSTC 
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Featured Article: Chartering and Bunker Operations Team  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pictured to the Left is Nyau Yong Wei, who joined Hong Lam Marine in Oct 2007, 

soon after completion of his National Service and has since been with the company 

for 13 years.  During this period he has been rotated in various department starting 

off in Safety Department, Marine Department, Agency and Chartering Post Fixture 

Operations, currently in-charge of Chartering and Bunker Ops Team. 

From 2014~2016 he was deployed to Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia to build up customer 

relations and set up a local office for Adamas Marine Sdn Bhd.  

He stated having the opportunity of working overseas, incl. rotating through the 

various departments, gave him an overview of the company operations, incl. an 

insight into the workings of each department.  

 

 

Personal Message: These experiences have helped me with in my current position as Manager, Chartering & Bunker 

Operations in making better decisions taking into consideration the challenges faced by each of the departments. We face 

our charterers on a daily basis and try to manage their expectations to ensure customer satisfaction by providing good 

value, quality service in a safe and efficient manner in line with our company’s mission statement. We need to ensure that 

the vessels in our fleet are employed and operated in the most efficient and cost effective manner on a 24/7 basis in order 

to uplift our reputation as the leading Harbour Tanker owner and operator in Singapore and a reputable Tanker Operator in 

South East Asia Region without compromising Safety and Regulations. 

We also communicate our charterers expectations to other departments to ensure that our vessels perform well to fulfil and 

achieve their expectations bearing in mind that Safety shall never be compromised at all times. This requires the 

cooperation of everyone in the entire company including you the ship staff who serve on board the company vessels as the 

frontline employees of the company. 

During economy slowdown in 2018-2019 and also during current COVID-19 situation, we faced a lot of competition and 

challenges in the market. Many vessels in the market were unemployed as demand was slow and freight and charter rates 

dropped significantly especially for the Ocean Going Sector. 

Fortunately on the Bunkering side, demand still remains stable, with well-maintained vessels, efficient and safe operations 

on board this allows us to be differentiated from our competitors to ensure that we are still employable in this tough 

market.  

In the Bunker Operations Department we mainly liaise with bunker barges on daily basis, monitoring their scheduling, cargo 

stocks and ensuring the documentation and supplies of bunkers are in compliance with Singapore MPA regulations. 

As we are aware from the 1st Jan 2017 all of the bunker barges in Singapore were fitted with Mass Flow Meter (MFM).  This 

has brought about changes to the traditional way of bunkering via sounding to ascertain the quantity of bunkers supplied. 

With the MFM implemented, it has allowed transparency and traceability throughout the bunker supply chain. We need to 

ensure that the Singapore standards SS648 are complied with at all times to prevent any potential claims or complaints 

from our charterers or the customer’s vessels.  

We need your continuous effort, support and monitoring as a team to ensure that the operating procedures are being 

complied with, in essence to be able to achieve all the above, it is a teamwork between office and ship staff that can make it 

happen as we all individually play an important role. 

Finally I would like to take this opportunity to thank the management for giving me the opportunity to gain the experience 

and knowledge working in the various departments. 

 

 Article by Mr. Nyau Yong Wei  

Manager, Chartering & Cargo Operations 

 MPD Department 
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Featured Article: Chartering and Bunker Operations Team 

Introducing the Chartering Team 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Introducing the Cargo / Bunker Operations Team 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 
 

Pictured to the right is Ms Mezura Binti Mohammed, who 

joined the Team as a Chartering Executive on the 13th March 

2017. 

Ms Mezura is under Adamas Marine Sdn Bhd group handling 

the Post Fixture Operations for vessels registered under 

Adamas Marine. She handles the full spectrum of Post 

Fixture Operations such as the Appointments of Agents, 

Monitoring the Vessels Position and Movements, Cargo 

Operations and Demurrage Claims etc.  

prior to joining the team in Adamas Marine Sdn Bhd, she was 

with another ship owning company based in Kuala Lumpur 

also working in Post Fixture Operations. 

 

 

 

Pictured to the Left is Mr. Jack Loke who joined Hong Lam Marine on the 11th May 2009, He 

is currently working in the Cargo/Bunker Operations Team as a Cargo Operations 

Supervisor. 

Jack oversees the overall operations of the full team including but not limited to MFM 

Documentation, Stock Reconciliation and Vessel Scheduling. He started in Hong Lam 

Marine in Safety Department, Logistic and Procurement departments prior to joining Cargo 

Operations Team. 

He has got a varied experience, which has helped him in his current role.  

 

Pictured to the right is Mr. Pau Khan Khup, who joined Hong Lam Marine Team 

on the 11th May 2014. He is currently working in the Cargo/Bunker Operations 

Team as a Cargo Operations Executive. 

Prior to this Pau has worked on board foreign going vessels as a radio officer 

from 1993, he has also served on board our Lube Oil Bunker Barges as a Cargo 

Officer, and then finally deciding to hang up his sea booths and move shore to 

the Cargo Operations Team in Hong Lam Marine. He is currently in-charge of 

Procurement of Bunkers for the Hong Lam Marine Fleet of vessels, and at the 

same time, he carries out spot checks on the Bunker Stock levels on board the 

fleet and prepares a presentation on the Bunker Fuel Consumptions for the 

Senior Management.  

 

  

 

Pictured to the Left is Mr. Sebastian Low Buan Chye, who joined Hong Lam 

Marine Team on the 16th November 1995. He is currently working in the 

Cargo/Bunker Operations Team as a Cargo Operations Executive. 

Sebastian has worked on board our Fuel Oil Bunker Tankers as a Cargo Officer 

prior being re-deployed to the office in the Bunker Operations Department. 

He is currently in-charge of Procurement of Bunkers for the Hong Lam Marine 

Fleet of vessels, and at the same time, he carries out spot checks on the Bunker 

Stock levels on board the fleet. At times he also goes on board and acts as a 

Cargo officer if the need arises. 

Sebastian will be completing 25 years with Hong Lam Marine in Nov 2020 and 

we wish him all the very best. 
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Ajmeer, Derrick and Ilyas are all part of the “Cargo Operations Team”, taking care of vessel scheduling, loading and 

supplies for the bunker barges in the fleet. Derrick Lai has previous prior experience in scheduling while he was 

working in PIL.  

Ilyas Iskandar was a cargo surveyor with SGS/Inspectorate for almost 6 years prior to joining Hong Lam Marine. 

Ajmeer joined Hong Lam Marine around Oct 2015, where he initially worked with in the Marine Operations 

Department, prior being given the opportunity to rotate to Cargo Operations Team sometime late in Nov/Dec 2017. 

In conclusion, we cannot make things happen without frontline people like you on board and we look forward to 

working closely together to overcome any hurdles and appreciate everyone’s continued support and performance in 

order that we can achieve our “Mission Statement”.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pictured above is Mr. Ilyas 

Iskandar Bin Mahron, who 

joined Hong Lam Marine on 

the 19th Oct 2018. He is 

currently working as a Cargo 

Operations Assistant. 

 

 

 

 

Pictured above is Mr. Derrick 

Lai Mum Leong, who joined 

Hong Lam Marine on the 

19th August 2019. He is 

currently working as a Cargo 

Operations Assistant. 

 

Pictured above is Mr. Akbar Ali 

Mohamed Ajmeer Khan, who 

joined Hong Lam Marine on the 1st 

Oct 2015. He is currently working 

as a Cargo Operations Executive. 

 

Safety Quiz Answers 

1. False.    2. Safety Harness.  

3. 0800 hrs to 1700 hrs.  4. NO. 

5. Throw a lifebuoy overboard, preferable one carrying light and/or smoke signal. 

6. NO.     7. Do not allow transfer by Personnel Basket. 

8. Only via an Approved (by Flag) Sewage Treatment plan system. 

9. Inform Master immediately & Master shall stop the ship staff from communicating with media. 

10. Likelihood & Severity. 
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Featured Article: Best Ship Award for HSSE and Operational Excellence (2020) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Key Performance Indicators Benchmark/Target 

HSSE  Performance Indicators 

Loss Time Injury (LTI) 0 

Total Recordable Cases Injury (TRC) 0 

Spill into the sea/deck 0 

Number of incident 0 

Number of best practice suggested >= 3 

Number of NM/PI reported > 18 

Number of Stop Work Issued >= 6 

Operational Performance Indicators 

Ship Availability (Un-scheduled breakdown’s) < 3 days 

Reliability & Maintenance - outstanding PMS (Critical) 0 % 

Reliability & Maintenance - outstanding PMS (normal) < 3 % 

Number of critical equipment breakdown 0 

Number of PSC/FSC Detention 0 

Number of PSC Deficiency < 1 

Number of FSC Deficiency < 2 

Number CDI/SIRE Observations High Risk observations 0 

Number CDI/SIRE Observations/Per Inspection < 2.5 

Office Grading on Ship (Superintendent Inspection’s) >= 7 

 

As you may have seen, the vessel “BEYOND” was recently awarded the “BEST SHIP AWARD 2020”, this was achieved by the hard 

work and dedication of all those officers and crew who have served on board the Beyond on the last 12 months or more, thus 

enabling them to have won the award after achieving all the Criteria as laid down by Senior Management. 

At the beginning of this year the management decided that twice in a year, the company shall select a ship from the Fleet for the 

following:   “Best Ship Award for HSSE and Operational Excellence”.  

Our main focus is to improve our safety culture, promote best practices, empower our ship staff to intervene without hesitation to 

stop an unsafe act and of course run the ship smoothly with zero downtime and minimum SIRE observations.  

In short, comply with Hong Lam’s mission statement “Our mission is to provide good value for clients and to be recognised for 

its safe operations and quality service” with the emphasis on the word SAFE. 

 

 

   Beginning of this year the management decided that twice in a year, company shall select a ship for the “Best Ship Award” for 

HSSE and Operational Excellence. For the past 6 months, (From January to June 2020) we have collected the required data based 

on the criteria mentioned in the attached excel sheet.  

  

 

For the Masters and senior officers of all the other ships, please read the criteria given below and strive to do your best to get 

the best ship award in the 2nd half of this year. All the ships should be getting very high marks.  

CRITERIA for the BEST SHIP AWARD:  

 

 

 

 

  
 

 

 

 

Article prepared by 

Mr. Parag Mokashi 
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Featured Article: Hong Lam Marine Best Employee Award (2020) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We recently had the Inaugural Award Ceremony for our companies 

“BEST EMPLOYEE” using Video Conferencing MS Teams, as part of us were 

working from home, due to the Team 1 & Team 2 split.  

The event was carried out in Recognition of the Employee who has most 

excelled in his or her performance in carrying out their duties and 

responsibilities in a manner which immensely contributes and supports the 

values of our corporate culture and spirit. 

Mr Goon, presented the Award on behalf our Executive Chairman Mr. Lim 

and Chief Executive Ms. Caroline and our Senior Management. 

Management was proud to present the “BEST EMPLOYEE AWARD”  

to Mr. Goo Tat Eng, from the IT Department. 

 

 

 

 
Pictured above Mr Goo a Team player. 

 Mr Goon commented on the fact that Mr. Goo received this award for his performance which has been consistently above 

and beyond his call of duty. He has worked relentlessly during and after office hours, including weekends, public holidays, 

be it on board or ashore, including visits to staffs' residences as and when required with no hesitations, just to get the job 

done well, setting up all staff in order that we can work from home during these pandemic days.  

He also mentioned that there were also other possible worthy winners which Management had to take time to decide on 

and it was a tough decision, but I do believe Mr. Goo has set a challenging standard which will inspire them and others to 

continue with their good work which is always deeply appreciated by the Management.   

 

 
 

Personal Message: Good afternoon to everyone, I am very happy to be here to receive this award from Mr Goon.  First of 

all, a huge thank you to all the senior management for selecting me as “Best Employee” in Hong Lam Marine.  I was 

shocked with joy and happiness when I heard the news almost fainted. To my fellow colleagues, every one of you are very 

outstanding as well. I'm sure next time this award will be yours! So jiayou everyone! And I do believe as long as we all work 

hard and do our best in the interest of our company, Hong Lam will continue to strive more. Lastly, I would like to thank 

everyone in the company especially Mr. Yeo for providing me guidance and support since I joined Hong Lam. There are still a 

lot of things for me to learn as learning is an endless journey. Let’s build Hong Lam together as the best and biggest 

bunkering company in Singapore. 

 

 

 

Staff witnessing the event using 

MS Teams, whilst practising 

Social Distancing 

Mr. Goo giving his Speech, with the Award 

shown on his right. 

Mr. Lim witnessing the event 

from the comfort of his own 

home 

Mr. Goon presenting the 

Award to Goo. 

Article prepared by 

Ms. Daria Joana 
The End 


